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STOP CREATING WHAT YOU THINK THEY WANT TO SEE. MAKE WHAT YOU WOULD                                   STOP IN FRONT OF, FILL YOUR CUP WITH WHAT YOU WANT TO DRINK.



it is what it is.



FROM THE DESK OF THE FAWNDER

Dearest Reader,

Welcome to the newest issue of The Daily Doe, we're so thankful you're here. This is a 

truly thrilling time for Doe Creative. We have a lot to show you, hopefully soon. Bringing 

The Daily Doe to life was the first step of taking Doe further towards all we envision it to 

be. A vehicle for artists to pursue sustainable careers in their craft. Since the first issue 

in 2020, we have been honored to bring you some really incredible work on a recurring 

seasonal basis. We want to continue doing that, and build on the foundationn we've 

laid.

 Now that The Daily Doe has its legs, we look to what the next evolution can be 

for this publication. What would you like to see in this newspaper in the future? Or 

where? We're listening at hello@doecreative.co, or on Instagram @doecreativeco.

          Talk soon,

          Lauren Garvin

          Fawnder + Director

          Doe Creative



Tori Phillips Photography
Tori Phillips Photography, a photographer chasing 

more than just getting the right shot. I believe that 

photography should make you feel something and that 

is forever the goal. I'm a believer in the magic in the 

mundane, the extraordinary and everything in between. 

Capturing those bits of magic is as good as it gets. I get 

a rush out of pushing the boundaries a bit and creating 



A little risk is where the magic is found. 

I'm your hype girl behind the camera 

in the most authentic way and while 

I thrive in directing poses, I want 

to push that boundary a bit and 

discover the twist that only you 

can bring. Let those poses 

fall, keep moving and let's 

get weird with it. Those 

bits in time cannot be 

recreated which 

makes it truly 

art. 

Tori Phillips Photography



One of our personal favorite Orlando treasures, Deli Desires is truly something special to behold. 

 Starting as a delivery pop-up during early COVID quarantine, the “lockdown blues” as beautifully described by Deli 

Desires’ own Elise, the Deli team came together after many being let go in those initial pandemic cutbacks to bring jewish 

cuisine to the doors of Orlando. The group had discussed starting a brick and mortar cocktail bar and restaurant, but quickly 

were able to brainstorm a way to shift their efforts over beer-powered lockdown meetings. All coming from hospitality and 

food service backgrounds, they wanted to celebrate the bonding over shared food with staples that could live in the pantry 

and fridge over multiple meals. 

 After several months of building Deli Desires as an Instagram delivery concept, the opportunity for a brick and mortar 

location came to be in perfect timing. A true effort alongside the Orlando community, thanks to many like Tim Brown of 

Lazy Moon opening the ovens for the Deli Desires bialys to become possible, to giving encouragement and tips in the right 

direction. Taking inspiration from deli counters and bodegas for the look and feel, exploring the flavors of the modern Jewish 

deli for building what you now see on the menu, as well as working with their graphic designer, Stephen Fessey, to visualize 

the masterpiece of Deli Desires’ branding, the phase of taking Deli Desires to a physical takeaway restaurant is a true 

creative collaboration.

 Tyson Bodiford, Hannah Jaffe, Nathan Sloan, Elise Ciungan, and Cory Bennett each bring significant creative vision 

and pillar skills individually to give Deli Desires immense power and unique innovation you can see in every detail.  

Chef team Hannah and Nate bring the bakes and food creations to life with love and care down to the last ingredient. Tyson 

is not only the mastermind behind the natural wine selection at the deli, and their social media extraordinaire! Cory is the 

creator of the Deli Desires beverage program, including phenomenal sodas invented, canned, and labeled all in house. 

Elise is responsible for the breathtaking interior design at the shop, inspired by classic deli culture. She also runs the 

coffee program at Deli working with beloved St. Pete roasters Bandit Coffee. Each of these powerhouses that make up the 

ownership of Deli Desires bring so much to the artistry of their work and are real deal community legends. 

 What’s next for Deli Desires? They plan to continue to serve the local Orlando community well, keeping us fed and 

inspired with pop-ups, collab menus, coffee program expansion, community outreach, catering and beyond. 

Deli Desires is also one of our gracious hosts! You can find The Daily Doe on the counter inside while you wait for your bialys. 



Deli Desires
Deli Desires

@delidesries         www.delidesires.com



Driven by inspiration 

and a love for 

celebrating, Gold Glo 

Weekend is a full-

service collective 

made up of Shelby 

Sloan (Gold Dust 

Home), Hannah Gomez 

(Hannah Glo Photo), 

and Tammy Dehler 

(EOW Designs). With 

our powers combined, 

we offer the Central 

Florida community an 

all-in-one approach 

to party planning. 

Complete with creative 

direction, planning, 

floral design, and 

photography, we’re 

not your average party 

people! Through an 

artful approach, we 

seek to provide our 

clients with events 

Gold



Hal and Fran came to Gold Glo Weekend seeking a 

unique and fun wedding that reflected who they are 

as a couple. After beginning the planning process 

on their own, they realized how challenging it was to find vendors who understood 

their ideas for what they described as a “not lame wedding.” Thanks to a friend, 

they were referred to our creative director and planner, Shelby Sloan of Gold Dust 

Home. Shelby immediately understood their desire for a celebration that was 

not like the rest and began laying the groundwork for the colorful, creative, and 

funky wedding of their dreams. Working alongside Hal and Fran, Shelby elevated 

their original ideas and helped to create a one-of-a-kind party. She brought on 

our florist, Tammy Dehler of EOW Designs, to bring their vision to life through 

deeply artistic and thoughtful floral design. With deep ties to Orlando, it only 

made sense to host the events at hyperlocal spots. The ceremony was held at 

Langford Park, a seemingly underrated and quite affordable place to say “I do!” 

(Pro tip: most city and county parks are going to be much more cost effective than 

a traditional wedding venue.) The couple have spent much time at Stardust Coffee 

and Video and it seemed like a no-brainer to bring the party to a place they’ve held 

dear for so many years. The cocktail and reception were made complete with a 

stunning grazing station by The Graze Room and dinner by well-known food trucks, 

Tamale Co. and Hot Asian Buns. Hannah Gomez, of Hannah Glo Photo, was there 

to capture the big and small moments in between with her documentary style 

approach to wedding photography. Overall, this wedding was one for the books 

and the Gold Glo Weekend trifecta delivered on Hal and Fran’s wish for a wedding 

celebration that felt uniquely theirs. 

glo
Weekend

Gold



Jamie Griffin is an Orlando native working as a photographer + ceramicist. After working many years 

in the photo industry, in 2021 she started Your Goodlight as a way to work with small businesses; to 

provide them with creative content that not only tells the story of their brand but elevates it as well. 

She has been a lover of the light from a young age, always noticing the way it falls gently into a room, 

how it illuminates the smile of a loved one or the way it can make everyday moments a still life painting. 

It's the mundane things that make up most of our moments and capturing the beauty in that, through 

lifestyle photography, for clients and herself is what she's all about. 

What started as a meditative hobby only a year ago quickly showed itself to be more than just that and 

It's Wonky was born. It's Wonky is a ceramic endeavor that focuses 

on making pieces character-filled pieces that can become the 

perfectly-imperfect addition to your everyday routines. She started 

by taking a spring beginners class at Crealde, then soon realized 

that she hadn't loved a craft so deeply since photography and 

decided to run with that feeling. Having an outlet that allows her to 

let go, slow down, get messy and play has reminded her how crucial 

those things are to being human. 

JAMIE GRIFFIN
         @ itswonky          @your_goodlight          www.yourgoodlight.com



JAMIE GRIFFINphotographer
CeramiCIST+

IT'S OFFICIAL

is returning with a 2023 calendar. available holiday 2022. 
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The Daily Doe is made possible by our Patreon supporters, our creative partners, and you. Thank you to you all:
J Johnston | Yoshee | Sandy Rubin | Livie Baker | Milton John Velazquez | Dorsa Vaziri | Dominic Potter
Jacob Bailes | Whippoorwill Beer House | Easy Luck Coffee | Drift Piercing Studios | The Social | The Beacham Orlando 
Pinkie Orlando | Qreate Coffee + Studio |Wow Rolling | Deli Desires | Jen White | Sandy Rubin Jewelry| Kitty Kat Coven

scan here !

www.doecreative.co
@doecreativeco
www.patreon.com/doecreativeco
www.anchor.fm/doecreativeco

inspired by what we're 
wearing + painting lately. 
(ironically often wearing the 
paint). 

show us what the palette 
inspires you to create by 
tagging @doecreativeco

THE FAWNDER'S COLOR PALETTE SUMMER 22


